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Many organizations are looking to leverage their data to increase their competitive edge, 

reduce operational waste, or grow their business. The purpose of this document is to provide a 

straightforward review of the challenges faced by most organizations when looking to leverage their 

most plentiful resource… their data.  Additionally, we will provide our view of the tools needed to 

allow any organization to be successful when looking to use their data to aid in attaining their 

business or organization goals.  We’ll attempt to use candid commentary and common terminology, 

avoiding the corner cases and rare scenarios.

Introduction
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Today’s Challenges
The past few years are witness to impressive investments in the ‘Big Data’ space. ‘Big Data’, as 

we refer to it encompasses: data storage, management, integration, and analytics functions. This 

requires supporting or leveraging large sets of structured, unstructured, or semi-structured data.  

The challenge most organizations face is they have data -- large amounts of rich information waiting 

to be tapped -- however, they are unable to make it useful.  

As we know, businesses have always had operational and transactional data spread across a 

multitude of formats and sources, but due to technology’s consistent growth and evolution, the 

growth of that same data has been exponential.  Everything from the drop-in cost of storage, to 

growth in social media and smart technology able to capture every bit and bite out there, has led to 

this.  

Compounding the challenge is a need for individually-focused and tailored consumer experiences.  

No longer is the standard non-customized adequate or satisfactory.  Consumers expect 

personalization in everything from their beverage of choice to their word selection within text 

messaging.  Personalization is not easy and does not come out of a box.  

So where does this leave organizations looking for improved results for either their business or 

charity through data analytics?  The short answer: lost. The semi-long answer: the resources: time, 

people, and capital can be too great to invest to deliver a solution to meet the organization’s needs.  

Additionally, the technologies traditionally available are too cumbersome to implement. Like many 

organizations, you are left ‘data rich and knowledge poor.’ 

The challenge most organizations face is they have data 
-- large amounts of rich information waiting to be tapped -- 

however, they are unable to make it useful. 
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The traditional approaches to tapping your data resources span, but are not limited to: business 

process reengineering without technology; limited technology with business process reengineering; 

and capital technology projects typically leveraging ETL (Extract Transform Load) development.  

ETL is not easy and in most cases becomes the biggest cost of any data-focused project; 60% by 

industry standards.  For 2017 and beyond, that percentage must shrink.  Unfortunately, most capital 

investment projects do not deliver the results intended when they were initially chartered.   This 

results in wasted capital and opportunity.  This is the result of a variety of reasons, most common is 

the expenses became larger than expected, and some capabilities had to be delayed or deferred.  

The secret killer of these initiatives is not missed capabilities, but capabilities delivered too late 

to leverage opportunity.  Compounding the problem, when the capabilities are delivered, they are 

already antiquated; needing to be updated.   Does this sound familiar?  As stated earlier, many 

of these projects have a significant hurdle in moving or converting their data, this is a risk that 

eventually catches up with most projects. 

Data Value
How do you succeed and pull value  
from your data? 

.  ETL is not easy, and in 
most cases becomes the 
biggest cost of any data 
focused project; 60% by 

industry standards. 
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In today’s economy fueled by multiple generations and skillsets, the right solution needs to balance 

effectiveness, scale, and ease of implementation.  Don’t sell me a cruise ship, when I just need to 

get across the river… a ferry will do.  We need smart, effective technology in the right place available 

at the right time.  

‘Data’ is usually the ‘long pole’ and biggest risk of most initiatives. Let’s address it with a solution 

that truly mitigates the risk.  The path to success is paved with current technology that streamlines 

the IT Development phases (ETL, Web Services, etc…) with intuitive visualizers to deliver complex 

data algorithms in a less risky and quicker environment.  This solution is built around scalable 

solution featuring ‘drag and drop’ functionality, with business rules written in clear language so as 

to avoid confusion and enable creativity and execution success.  

Solutions
How do we solve the problem 
and reduce the risk? 

.  We need smart, effective technology 
in the right place, available at the right time. 
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Further, the core solution for any data-enabled solution 

should encompass:  

• As stated, intelligent, easy-to-use Drag-n-Drop 

interfaces that can be easily handled by an Analyst and/

or Technical Expert from the start to finish.

• The ability to profile unstructured or free-form data 

to enable structuring in a normalized or hierarchical 

format to be added to your data set. 

• Transform & integrate multiple data formats in a 

scalable local or cloud environment.

• Create, apply, and manage a set of business rules to support your data mapping or  

manipulation needs.  

The aforementioned capabilities bring together a solution that can enable rapid development with a 

‘test and learn’ methodology.  Try your data transformation without major investment in ETL coding, 

test and see if it works and gives you the knowledge you need.

The path to success is paved with current technology 
that streamlines the IT development phases (ETL, Web 

Services, etc...) with intuitive visualizers to deliver complex 
data algorithms in a less risky and quicker environment. 
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Conclusion
Not surprisingly, the growth of data has a huge impact on the opportunities for growth in all 

businesses. And smart executives know this, and are already doing something about it.  They are 

using the best resources available to them and their teams, however, most are lacking in the speed 

and effectiveness needed to deliver value in a timely manner to help win in the business arena.

The right tool allows to you build and to manage your data visually, analyze unstructured data, and 

execute quickly when you need it.  Within the current economy, the ability to pivot and change your 

business practices quickly is paramount to success.  Therefore, the traditional deployment cycles of 

ETL development don’t work; you need quick releases and the ability to test and learn.  

Building your business with efficient technology and flexible solutions will not only help you save 

time and money, but have a competitive advantage and thrive in the new data-driven economy.  

Data, like so many paradigm-shifting advancements, will either be your wave to ride to more success  

-- or the wave that capsizes your business.
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Data, like so many 
paradigm-shifting 

advancements,  
will either be your 

wave to ride to more 
success... or the wave 

that capsizes your 
business. 
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